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RYSTAL DROPS OF SNOWMELT
give the river birth, high in the Rockies
of its namesake state . Nourished by
tributaries from Wyoming's Wind River
Range and Utah's Uintas, it grows to muscular youth . In vigorous midcourse it cuts
mighty canyons through desert plateaus in its
rush toward the sea.
Then, along its final 400 miles or so toward
the Gulf of California, the Colorado becomes
a different river .
Once those final miles were the most
ripsnortin' of all . Here the full-grown river
broadened out in wide valleys, looped in great
bends, and stampeded over everything in its
path during unpredictable floods . Then,
beginning with Hoover Dam in 1935, man
began to harness that brute power ; today a
series of dams holds back the lower river and
turns it out to water towns and industries
and millions of desert acres (map, page 546) .
Now, in its last 70 miles, the feeble river
is reduced to a trickle, in size comparable
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Sluicing through wind-driven dunes,
the All American Canal carries the tamed
and dutiful waters of the lower Colorado
westward toward California's Imperial
Valley . Prodigious thirsts of farms, cities,
and industries virtually dry up the
mighty river before it finds the sea .
THIS SURVEY INCLUDES A NUMBER OF PHOTOGRAPHS
TAKEN BY MR . O'REAR FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY'S 'PROJECT DOCUMERICA'
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to its infancy, and in quality merely brackish drainage from salt-plagued irrigation
projects . For all practical purposes, the Colorado River no longer reaches the sea .
Billion-dollar Price Tag on Benefits
"For its size it's the most utilized and
controlled river in the world," Edward A .
Lundberg told me in his office at Boulder
City, Nevada, a man-made oasis overlooking
Hoover Dam's Lake Mead . As Director of
the U . S . Bureau of Reclamation's Lower Colorado Region, he speaks authoritatively, for
950 men and women under his supervision
operate a complex of eight dams and reservoirs, with their many gates and turbines,
that have harnessed this river. He ran a hand
thoughtfully over his graying hair and added,
"The Colorado is also one of the most beneficial to man . In one way or another, it serves
15 million people ."
In dollar benefits, farm products alone total
half a billion dollars a year . Add some 5 7 million from direct water sales by the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California,
which distributes to cities from coastal Oxnard, California, to Tijuana, Mexico . Add 21
million from electric-power marketing, and
a whopping 250 million from recreation, and
you see that the lower Colorado supplies nearly a billion-dollar annual flow of wealth .
"As a result it's been fought over more than
any of our major rivers," Robert E . Farrer of
Phoenix commented . Each of the basin states
has a body in charge of its share of the Colorado. In Arizona it's the Water Commission,
which Bob Farrer serves as principal staff
engineer . He handed me a weighty volume
labeled "In the Supreme Court of the United

n cll 14) protcrI i1, illollrll •I l .lr( In 1'u0 the
won
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I got this story firsthand recently during

States,

STATE OF ARIZONA, COMPLAINANT, V .
STATE OF CALIFORNIA (and others)."

"It was one of the classic water disputes of
all time," he said . "Lasted twelve years . The
proceedings fill more than a hundred volumes .
Southern California kept using more and
more water from the river, and Arizona finally

Big of swimmin' hole, the emerald river
serves thousands of fun seekers before the
canals sap its flow . Dams clarify and stabilize the stream that once alternated between
brook-size trickles and red-mud floods. Here,
seen from Arizona, homes and recreational
vehicles in California crowd to the water
line along a 12-mile-long hodgepodge known
as the Parker Strip.
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Mosaic of pleat% .1101(1 .1 0 .t .IcLuul, rhcckcrlm ;ml Iicid . of ( 'nlit )roia' . Imperial ValIoy lope lotto to the S;ttloo Sca, .35 feet
hclott' .ca Icvcl . In this infrared picture,
groen aIi;tlf ;t .tit I raotaluupc> .Ilnw red,
malnre .agar heel. are tan, harvested cotton IieIII.brow II . ;oulripctvheatstaysgohlen .
Irrigating with hrarkislt water from the
('olorado, sonie ;O miles away, valley
farmers gross more than 1,3011,1100,000 a
year . To help prevent salt buildup in their
soil, they have installed 17,000 miles of
underground tile gutters that funnel saline
drainage into deep ditches . The one at lower
left empties into the New River, center, born
68 years ago of the same disaster that created
the Salton Sea. In 1905 the Colorado flooded,
overwhelming irrigation works and cutting
channels across the plain . After 20 months
trainloads of fill finally corralled the rampaging river . But the 35-mile-long Salton
Sea remained, covering a once-dry sink .
Now it grows saltier each year.
Newly seeded cotton field near the Colorado in Mohave County, Arizona, will bring
a rich yield to farmer John Vanderslice .

Yet I easily fed my craving for places without people . Only minutes from Needles I sat
behind tangled high grass in Topock Marsh
and watched coots bob for their supper . Minutes from Yuma I followed my nose upwind
into a world of giant dunes where lavender
and verbena scented the air .
On a grassy riverbank below the Buckskin
Mountains, I found Edith Fletcher alone with
her watercolors and a panorama of river,
roughhewn peaks, and November sky . "I
paint it, and my husband, Guy, photographs
it," she said . "That way, we take a lot of lovely
places back home with us to Washington,
Kansas ."
I took a few back home with me, to Washington, D . C . One of them was Mohave
Canyon, where emerald waters loop through
masses of warped, uptilted rock . Here, beneath the stone fingers that give nearby
Needles, California, its name, the lower Colorado squeezes through one of its few constricting defiles .
Explorers Learned to Fear Tidal Bore
Exploring the chasm in an outboard boat,
I passed marshy inlets where snowy egrets
flapped away at my approach . On the way out
of the canyon my boat hung up on a mud bar .
Under angry surges of the throttle, it merely
pirouetted in place . It took me 20 minutes to
free the boat by poling off with oars.
Getting stuck in the Colorado, I thought
with satisfaction, was the appropriate thing
to do . Conquistador Hernando de Alarcon
did it when he discovered the river in 1540 .
Lt. R . W . H . Hardy of the British Royal Navy
did it in 1826 and smashed a rudder . Lt .
George H . Derby of the U . S . Army did it in
1850 and lost a couple of anchors .
In 1857 the U . S . Government sent Lt.
Joseph C . Ives of the Army Engineers to see
if the river could be navigated above Yuma .
A schooner landed his expedition at the Colorado's mouth, where they assembled their
craft, a prefabricated 54-foot stern-wheeler
called the Explorer. Some 150 hard-won
miles upstream, he was finding the navigability questionable : "One bar would scarcely
be passed before another would be encountered, and we were three days in accomplishing
a distance of nine miles . . . ."
Ives returned with excellent notes, maps,
and drawings, but his best description was of
an awesome phenomenon at the river's mouth
-a wall of water, or tidal bore : " . . . a great
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*River tamer, the mighty Hoover
Dam can hold back two years' flow,
a storage capacity nearly half of the
total of all the Colorado's dams .
Las Vegas taps Lake Mead water .
Ar

0 Davis Dam and seven others on
the lower river complement Hoover's
varied tasks of flood control,
storage, and power generation .
r

he canal also serves the Yuma area,
but to reach that east-bank city,
the waters must cross the river from
which they originally came, through
g, tsiphon under the stream bed .

0 The Colorado River Aqueduct
carries water through 242 miles of
open canals, tunnels, and pumping
stations to the southern California
stal area, where it provides 75
t of the water needed for
P
som
'liion people .

0 The Cent
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Is now Largely unneeded . Senator
Wash am, closing off a huge arroyo
besidg1he river, holds reserve water ., ,
4a
MorI . barn diverts what's left
ofthe river Into Mexico's Mexlcaf
ValIsy :Just above the dam, the
Colorado receives a return flow
from the All American Canal, whose
paved banks transport water with
less loss thin the river channel . ,
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0 Tidal bores once surged up the
river's wide shallow estuaries when
Incoming tides met the river's
massive flow . But as the force of
the Colorado's current has
diminished, so have the boreii .' {1

wave, several feet in height, could be distinctly seen flashing and sparkling in the
moonlight, extending from one bank to the
other, and advancing swiftly upon us . . .
the broad sheet around us boiled up and
foamed like the surface of a caldron, and then,
with scarcely a moment of slack water, the
whole went whirling by . . . with the thunder
of a cataract. . . ."
But the tidal bore is dying, a casualty of
the dams . No longer are the delta channels
purged of silt by periodic floods . No longer
do the Gulf of California's incoming tidesas high as 28 feet-clash with the current of
a mighty river, then buck and rear into awesome, speeding, liquid walls .
Those great walls of water have studded
the delta mud with wrecks . The worst was
the Mexican steamer Topolobampo, which
flipped over in 1923 at a cost of 80 lives . As
recently as eight years ago a bore almost capsized the boat of Morlin Childers of El Centro, whose hobby is studying the delta area .
"Then we grounded and spent 24 hours waiting for the next tide," he told me .
Hoover Dam Began the River's Taming
The demise of the bores, the rise of a vast
irrigation and recreation economy, the using
up of a river-all derive from the dams . The
king of these-in size and muscle-is Hoover .
I was one of nearly a million people last
year to peer cautiously from its 726-foot-high
parapet and to make the minute-long descent
by elevator to its cavernous turbine rooms,
while a tirelessly cheerful tape recited : "Welcome to Hoover Dam . . ." and spewed statistical superlatives to boggle the mind . Enough
concrete to fill a city block higher than the
Empire State Building . . . enough reservoir
capacity in Lake Mead to contain two years'
flow of the Colorado . . . enough turbines to
generate the power of 1,857,000 horses!
Southern California, Arizona, and southern
Nevada-some 13 million people-depend on
Hoover and smaller plants at Davis and
Parker Dams as primary sources of electricity.
In another 20 years Hoover will have paid for
itself, with interest. Since 1937 it has churned
out nearly 200 million dollars' worth of power . And although I talked to several people
along the Colorado who didn't like Hoover
Dam-or any dams, for that matter-none
of them lived in the valley where those allengulfing floods once raged .

Roadway of planking carried Tin Lizzi,
across dunes near Holtville during the r
gion's younger, leaner days . Fencing protec
this segment of the historic route from Yun
to the Imperial Valley . Wide lanes of Inte
state 8 now serve motorists, who must st
drive warily, for the walking dunes occ
sionally invade the road .

Child of the wild Colorado, Mud Eme
of Nelson, Nevada, nostalgically recalls ru
ning a ferry in the days before dams. "Aft
one spring flood I had to dig for my boatburied by silt," he remembers . Now 70, I
collects old mine machinery, works minir
claims, and goes adventuring by pickup ar
motorcycle through Baja California.

(Continued on page 554)
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Working harnesss of a bu .\ river --its dams,
gates, and canals . l ;u •t h-and-rock Davis
Dam (left) backs up o7-mile Lake Mohave .
Turbine: of the Davis powerhouse help light
the Southwest .
On the Colorado River Indian Tribes Reservation (below) near Parker . Arizona, a
cascade foams over a gate adjusted by ditch
rider Vincent Humeumptewva, a Hopi who
moved here from the Second Mesa of northeast Arizona . Ditch riders patrol canal banks
daily to regulate flows and turn water into
the fields .
The water's salt load, a peril to growth and
life, actually favors one lower-Colorado harvest, alfalfa seed . The salinity causes the
plant to seed early and generously .
Just north of Yuma, a shrunken Colorado
meanders between onetime flood banks
(right), all that's left after diversions peel off
four-fifths of the river into the All American
Canal, visible at the top of the picture .

National Geographic, October 1973
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tt I o IIII rt lilt- lilt t •r IIu • tIIw,I , \t ;t • ,t
~e •u old ~~untan I nu •t in Yuni ;i, it lu to Ilie
nuluni~ti • torntt •r •l rrrituri ;II Prison gaII, a
~Iti'1~ Itilltol above Ilie river . ( •larksa Win,or wn~ ;t litnu •e r t;urill wtfe ;ill( I Iir .I curator
of the prison nttt .et,iii . Sit(- told nIc of \wrallpine her I i hie. i n wet acct ., in the (lit\ . I)etore air conditioning, to help them survive
sumntt •r 's tt\t •n heat . .\ntl site experienced
floods enough for two lifetimes, floods that
ruined wells, home ., and crops .
"In 19101 watched a rooster on a crate float
right down Main Street," she said . Today, protected by Colorado dams and Painted Rock
I)am on the tributary Gila, that street has become an inviting pedestrian mall of mosaic
tiles, fountains, palms, and stores .
Near Parker I talked with Bill Alcaida . a
leader of the Colorado River Indian Tribes
1_'

l\'rvation and a successful farmer . Mutual
admiration for the exquisite baskets once
woven by the Chemehucvis-Bill's peoplelilt( us on a first-name basis as he showed me
Mever ;tl beauties from the reservation museum .
Bill look me past fields spangled white with
cotton bulls, past a cemetery where Christian
crosses coexist with a Mohave tribal cry house
for mourners, to an undulating stretch of
brushy sand . There he quickly searched out a
few shards of ancient pottery and a bit of
crumbly cordage .
"For centuries the river tribes came in here
after the spring floods and planted small
crops," Bill said .
Floodplain farming, like the ancient Egyptians did along the Nile, I thought . But those
same floods limited how much land they could
use and how long they could stay . Sooner

London Bridge is up
again . The historic structure, which spanned the
Thames for some 140 years,
now leaps an arm of Lake
Havasu on the Colorado
.
Built in 1831, the bridge
eventually proved unequal
to increasingly heavy traffic . Offered for sale, it
brought $2,460,000 from
developers of Lake Havasu City. Stone by numbered stone, the granite
span was disassembled for
shipment across the Atlantic and took form again in
1969-71, at an added cost
of $5,600,000 . Other bits
of England for sightseers :
a London phone booth, a
cluster of half-timbered
shops beneath the bridge,
and a pub serving beef
and ale.
Even though such new
communities are carefully
and tastefully planned, the
demand for water created
by Lake Havasu City's
ultimate 70,000 residents
will add to the region's
already-critical shortage .
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or later, they had to run for high ground .
Bill then led me to an overgrown, siltfilled trench some twenty feet wide, stretching across the plain . "This was the GrantDent Canal . Indians dug it by hand a century
ago, trying to irrigate their fields from the
Colorado . Floods washed out the gates ."
Now the reservoir behind Headgate Rock
I )am irrigates some 63,000 acres of reservation lands . When the Indians need water,
they telephone for it.

the river tribes came in here
floods and planted small

Commitments Outrun the River's Supply
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So far, the water has been forthcoming .
But Colorado water users are living on a bank
account that is already technically overdrawn. Commitments now exceed the river's
average flow . Ed Lundberg of the Bureau of
Reclamation explained it to me .
"The problem goes back to 1922," he said .
"The Colorado River Compact apportioned
the river's water between the upper basin and
the lower basin [see inset map, page 546] .
"The trouble was that the river in those
days averaged about 15 million acre-feet a
year at the boundary point, Lee Ferry, Arizona. The two basins agreed that each would
-et 7'/2 million acre-feet annually . But since
then the flow has averaged well below 14
million, and in addition the Federal Government in 1944 promised 1'/, million acre-feet
annually to Mexico .
"The only thing that's saved us so far is
the slowness of the upper-basin states to use
their full allotment."
The bureau, consequently, is under great
pressure to conserve water . The man in the
pressure seat is a low-key veteran of the
agency named Bill Sears, supervisor of
operations at Imperial Dam, about twenty
miles north of Yuma .
I found Bill and his crew convened before
impressive consoles of red and green lights,
switches, dials, and Teletype computer readouts . This electronic nerve center is tied to
gauges along a 150-mile stretch of river and
reservoir, to remote-controlled gates in dams
and canals . Here Bill, more than any other
man, presides over the final parting of the
waters of a great river .
"Below Imperial Dam," Bill said, "only
about 4 percent of the Colorado continues
on down the river channel . Most of it goes
through our big desilting basins here and into
the All American Canal [pages 540-41] ."
This is the canal that carries water to

California's Imperial and Coachella Valleys,
but it also serves the Fort Yuma Indian Reservation, the city of Yuma and environs, and
even carries some water for Mexico .
Every Wednesday Bill and his crew get
water orders for the following week from customers as far away as 150 miles-three days'
travel for the water itself . How precisely can
they parcel out the flow?
"We've been hitting the mark with less than
half of one percent waste," Bill said .
The ditch rider must be precise, too . He's
the man who patrols the canals, setting each
gate to let just the right amount of water into
the fields . Once he rode a horse, but now he
spurs a pickup or jeep along the dirt banks .
The Imperial Valley calls its ditch riders
zanjeros, a reminder of the days when Spain's
flag flew over the land ; zanja means "ditch ."
I met zanjero Monroe Alexander one early
morning beside a canal near Calipatria .
Once he arose with the rooster's crow to
feed several thousand chickens on his Arkansas poultry farm .
"My days still start before 6 :30," he said .
"I have five ditches, and each one is ten to
twelve miles long with lots of gates . I ride
them twice a day, so I have to keep moving .
But I like it better than the chicken business ."
Disaster Creates a New Body of Water
The salad-green Imperial Valley was oceanblue ten million years ago, when a much longer Gulf of California washed over it, lapping
beaches northward beyond Palm Springs .
Then the Colorado River deposited a dike of
silt westward from the Yuma area, cutting off
the northern end of the gulf, causing it to dry
into a dazzling pavement of salt called the
Salton Sink, some 280 feet below sea level .
During written history the sink has generally
remained dry-until early in this century,
when catastrophe created the Salton Sea .
Charge it to miscalculation by man . In
1901 engineers first diverted Colorado water
westward into the below-sea-level Imperial
Valley . In 1905 huge floods washed out the
controlling head gates south of Yuma, and
the whole river changed course, abandoning
its seaward channel for the Imperial Valley
and Salton Sink . The abrasive river swiftly
cut chasms, in a few months removing twice
as much earth as the Panama Canal builders
excavated in ten years!
"I remember seeing the water pour in,"
Dr . Edmund Jaeger, dean of North American
555

Can a desert afford a swamp? Topock
Marsh, a 16,000-acre federal wildlife refuge in northwestern Arizona, has long
stirred controversy. Created 32 years ago
when Parker Dam backed uppermost Lake
Havasu into a low, shallow basin, the marsh
spreads a broad surface that increases
evaporation loss . It also spawns salt cedars,
cattails, and various marsh grasses that
take atoll in moisture . But the marsh creates
a larder for migrating snow geese, ruddy
ducks, the cinnamon teal, the common loon .
It shelters the endangered Yuma clapper
rail and offers a roost at sunset to an egret
(above). For years reclamationists have
sought to channelize the river, reduce the
swamp, and conserve water, while environmentalists have fought to save the marshy
expanse with its interlocking web of plant,
animal, and aquatic life.
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desert naturalists, told me in his study at
Riverside, California . "The Southern Pacific
Railroad tried many times to build a bypass
around the expanding lake, but the water
always covered the tracks again ."
It was the Southern Pacific that finally
closed the breach . Quarries from New Orleans to the Pacific yielded stone by the trainload . Gondola cars by the hundreds spewed
80,000 cubic yards of rock into the swirling
maw in 15 days . "It was a case of putting
rock into the break faster than the river could
take it away," engineer in charge Harry Cory
later explained. By 1907 man with his iron
horses had turned the wild bull of a river back
to its seaward course . He'd saved his Imperial
Valley and witnessed the birth of a new body
of water-the 35-mile-long Salton Sea .
Now the Salton Sea has become a problem
child . With no outlet, heavy evaporation, and
saline inflow from irrigation drainage, the
lake in less than 70 years has become saltier
than the ocean . California corbina and other
sport fish introduced in the 1950's face death
in a few years, and various plans to save them
would cost millions of dollars .
Mild winter temperatures attract thousands to the Salton's shores, spawning marinas, trailer parks, and retirement cities . The
land rush has fallen short of the boom that
some promoters hoped for, and many streets
blocked out for homes know only dust devils ;
for-sale signs bleach to blankness or topple in
the wind. But buyers still come, and salesmen
still bubble with word pictures of how your
desert dream house will look .
Pioneers Lived in Tent Cities
Though the Salton Sea laps desert along
its eastern and western shores, on north and
south it borders the manicured greenery of
the Coachella and Imperial Valleys (pages
544-5) . Constellations of towns gleam where
lantern-lit tent cities sprang up only two
generations back .
"My mother and dad at first lived under
canvas, with a stovepipe for a chimney,"
said C . W . (Chuck) Seybert of Brawley .
"They lived with the dust and got stuck fording the canals . Now we have pavement and
bridges, and farmers worry about how much
grain they're losing to wild ducks and geese .
"Sometimes the birds land by the thousands," Chuck said . I'd met him at dawn near
some blinds he manages for sportsmen . "The
farmers try all kinds of scare devices . They
558

even set off little explosive charges . Strips
of metal foil seem to work best . The least
breeze makes them shimmer, and the birds
can see that movement, even by starlight."
Chuck paused as distant V's of pintails
wheeled low . A few ducks fell abruptly, and
the dull percussion of shotguns reached our
ears. Some hunters straggled from brush-pile
blinds, led by 6-foot-5 John Elmore, whose
hunting jacket bulged with birds .
Rain Can Be a Nuisance
John is a second-generation Imperial Valley
farmer with thousands of acres to cultivate .
The talk turned to farming and, inevitably, to
the water that makes it possible here-water
brought by the 80-mile All American Canal
in a volume greater than that normally carried by the Potomac River .
"We'd just as soon not see rain at all,"
John said . "It just interferes ." Even though
rare, rainfall can erode seedbeds, wash off
pesticides, cause leaf rot, and mire machines .
"We're a food factory here in the valley .
Sometimes we have to operate 24 hours a day."
This sun-drenched land yields two harvests
a year-in some cases, three . By early November lettuce by the trainload is speeding across
the continent from "the nation's winter salad
bowl ." Good Imperial Valley soil grows crops
ranging from alfalfa to zucchini .
Even the valley's poorer soil-the caliche,
or chalky hardpan-is good for something if
you've got water, I found . Last year several
"farms" in the area shipped $300,000 worth
of catfish to market.
"The caliche is ideal for our ponds," manager Bob Dailey of the Mesquite Lake Catfish Farm told me when I stopped by . "It's
like concrete-no seepage ." He was having a
busy afternoon, packing a shipment in ice for
a San Diego seafood restaurant, showing off
an albino catfish to some visiting Boy Scouts,
and answering my questions .
"They grow fast when you give them the
right combination of water, temperature, sunshine, and food," he said, holding up a pair of
plump, bewhiskered three-pounders just
netted from the farm's shallow, diked ponds .
"These fellows are only two years old . Last
year we marketed 300,000 pounds."
But the valley's top money-maker is neither fish nor vegetable . "It's beef cattle," Ed
Rutherford of Brawley told me. "Feeder-pen
beef last year brought Imperial County
$125,000,000 ."
National Geographic, October 1973
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We met in his office in the rambling Planter's Hotel, since pioneer days a place where
cattlemen gather to trade and talk . Firm jaw,
dark moustache, and weathered skin gave
him the look of a Western movie sheriff, and
in fact he does have a stake in the film business. With son S . P . Rutherford he runs Randall Ranch, which stocks a herd of real Texas
longhorns, plus buckboards, fringe-topped
surreys, and even glass-sided hearses-all for
rent to moviemakers . But like his father before him, Ed is primarily a cattleman .
"We feed out and sell about 100,000 head
a year," he said . The Orita Land and Cattle
Company, which he runs with partner Dan
Cameron, spreads pens over 160 acres . A towering feed mill grinds grain and silage rations
by the ton . "We buy animals from as far away
as Montana, although most are local stock .
We grow most of our feed . Water costs are
negligible ." That's Colorado water, of course .

ii •t ro II' more than wuu • propeller i, ui the
eater," said tit . Louis racer Bill ''ccbuld . "It's
the nearest thing to living ."
"liut watch out for gust . - and for holes
in the water," said Bob I lerinc of ( )slkosh,
Wisconsin . Wakes, winds, :Mid waves can
combine to nuke the "holes ." Bob knows . lie
hit one in 1071 and flipped, cracking a vertebra : "When you're doing loo, that water
can be hard ."
The race takes place in sight of the most

Rodeo Not All Fun for a Clown
The Imperial Valley's festivals celebrate
its products . In Holtville it's carrots, in El
Centro it's lettuce, but in beefy Brawley it's
an annual rodeo named Cattle Call . I attended it with Ed Rutherford .
"Cattle Call is the first rodeo of the season,
and we come to enjoy the good weather and
have a good time," said J . C . Bonine, a top
money winner last year .
But no rodeo-not even Cattle Call-is all
fun, especially for the rodeo clown . "I just
got over five broken ribs," red-mop-topped
Chuck Henson said
. "Happened when a bull
got me up against a fence at Fort Madison,
Iowa, and stuck a horn in my side ." In sagging pants, top hat, and sneakers Chuck
sashayed into the arena, where he cavorted
nimbly to divert wild bulls from thrown
riders, or stumbled over his own feet to
divert the crowd, as occasion required.
For two days thousands of spectators
cheered, and a hundred performers shared
bruises and prize money. To keep grass on the
rodeo grounds costs water-"about $100
worth a year," Ed Rutherford said.
It takes a lot more water to stage another
annual sporting event over on Lake Havasu,
behind Parker Dam, but it's free . I watched
drivers from as far as the Netherlands and
Tahiti race for $65,000 in prizes in the Outboard World Championship . About a hundred tunnel-hull boats reared up and planed
at more than 100 miles an hour (page 550) .
The Bittersweet Waters of the Lower Colorado

New game of tag : Second-graders hell)
band pintail ducks in a migration study at
Salton Sea National Wildlife Refuge . The
marsh and surrounding area shelter thousands of waterfowl and the'vVcst'\ biggest
congregation of doves .

humus bridge on the river . Stately London
Bridge, which until recently arched over the
Thames, now crosses a part of Lake Ilavasu
(page 554) and helps draw tourists to Lake
IIavasu City, a development of Robert 1' .
\lcCulloch, Sr ., and C . V . Wood . Jr .
When the London Council in 1968 put the
aging span up for sale, the partners offered
the winning bid of $2,400,000, "with an extra $60,000 thrown in for Bob's sixtieth birthday," as Mr . Wood remembers it . They spent
another $5,600,000 to take apart, ship, and
rebuild the historic span in Arizona . Under
one end now clusters a tiny English village,
complete with a pub where the ale and beef
are rare, and where two different waitresses
thought my first name was "Luv ."
I drove from the river to the Coachella Valley in a couple of hours, but the Colorado
water that moistens valley fields is three days
getting there by canal . Distance and time
mean higher water costs-$3 .25 per acre-foot
for the Coachella farmer, versus $2 .30 in the
Imperial Valley .

Making war on bugs, daring crop dusters spray
at leaf-top level for best results . Farmers may

" :also, except for the main canal, our system is underground-in ;tit) miles of pipes,"
said Keith Ainsworth, veteran assistant manager of the Coachella distribution system .
Minimal seepage and evaporation plus
profitable crops like dates and table grapes
make the system economically feasible . "Our
per-acre yield is 51,280, and that's tops for
any irrigated district in the nation ."
Date Palms Grow in Harems
"When my dad settled here in 1904, there
were artesian wells," said George Leach, who
bosses a date-packing plant south of Indio .
"Put a pipe down 500 feet and you'd get a jet
of water four feet high, enough for 40 acres
from one well . But that didn't last ."
From contract signing to first flow, valley
farmers waited 20 years to tap the Colorado .
The river arrived in 1949, relieving an alarming depletion of groundwater by pumping .
George grew dates for 22 years and waxes
poetic about the groves . "There's hardly a
prettier sight than the ripe fruit hanging

spend more than tit25 an acre to protect fields
from insect hordes . During harvest, "stoop-labor"
Nulional Geographic, October /97-3
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hcavy and red, and those tall trunks standing
in water that reflects the trees and sky"
The valley's 170,000 (late palms descend
from a few hundred Near East immigrant
types with exotic manes-deglet noor, khadraw , zahidi . My favorite is me(Ijool, caramel-chewy and sweet .
Palms arc planted in harems . "One male
tree can pollinate 50 female trees," George
Leach said . So that's the per-acre ratio : I to 50.
Arabian Nights flavor spices valley life .
Indio High School cheers the Rajahs to sports
victories, and Palm Desert's poshest golf club
is the Marrakesh . And the valley's National
Date Festival each February features-you
guessed it-an Arabian Nights Pageant, with
harem lots of bejeweled beauties .
But the Coachella's biggest dollar getter is
not the date but the white table grape, and for
a decade the vineyards have seethed with
bitter struggle . Cesar Chavez's United Farm
Workers won organizational rights three years
ago, then saw their victory fall apart in a violent rivalry with the Teamsters . Now the feud

to acre to protect fields
1y( harvest, "stoop-labor"

teams on Indian lands near Parker work fast to
start crisp head lettuce on its way to market .
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slll'e ;t(I . to Utl1t'r \ .Illt'\" :1114 olht'1' crops-includin'-, lettuce .
.\ny lettuce that a gn1\\ •t'r gets to market
is a triumph over odds that would shake a
dedicated horseplayer . 'foul Howell of Roll,
Arizona, a former Stanford t'nivcr .it\ football player, convinced nit of that .
:very \-car it's sontethiti . This \ear it's
"
the rain . I'd just planted two fields in September when we got an inch . and it absolutely
destroyed the beds . We replanted, and on
October 6 we got a three-incher . The lettuce
took off, started growing too fast, making the
head faster than the nutrient could get into
the leaves . So they turned brown, and that
finally causes a slime in the head, and you
can't harvest lettuce like that ."
Nature's moods and the market's spasms
tend to turn a farmer cynical, so that he takes
things with a grain of salt . But that's an unhappy phrase in Tom's valley-the WelltonMohawk-where salt is a big problem .
All rivers carry dissolved salts, but the
Colorado is saltier than most . Irrigation

lieaehirtg for a better life,
Mexican workers daily cross
the border to Jobs ill tile U . S"
where the pay is higher, and
return nightly to homes below
the border, where living is
cheaper . Green cards . inspected
by a U .5 . immigration officer
at Calexico, California (left),
permit them to settle in the U . S.
if they wish .
Lettuce pickers like Jugo
Olivas (right) earn as much as
S8,000 during about eleven
months of varied field work .
Their earnings have risen in
recent years, in part because of
union influence . But now they
find themselves caught in a
fierce rivalry between Cesar
Chavez's United Farm Workers
and the Teamsters . The fight
has included strikes, angry confrontations, and violence .
Higher U
. S . pay each year
draws some 300,000 wetbacks
-illegal entrants from Mexico
-and authorities return most
(below) . But if a worker is
lucky, he may avoid detection
until he has earned a few weeks'
pay and accumulated an onion
sack full of possessions .

5( 2
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larnu•r . Ilu'h it, water on through their .oil,
.ending even .altier drainage hack to the r iver .
A S you descend the lower Colorado, the water
volume shrinks and the salt content rises .
Finally the river meets Morelos Dam, a chief
diversion point for Mexico' ; irrigation water
lniap, page 547) . And the Mexicans don't like
the quality of the water they are getting .
"Nou can see what has happened," said
I ,Ltmon Lopez Zepeda, his palms outstretched
over his held of stunted, dying sorghum .
"About 80 percent of the seed came up at first
and tried to grow ." The 56-year-old Mexicali
Valley farmer let his arms fall . "We don't have
enough money to fight this salt, this cancer
that is eating up our farms ."
But Cliff Tabor, manager of Arizona's
Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation and Drainage
District, saw it differently . "I'd say that poor
drainage and tillage practices are the principal cause of damage to their land . Farmers in
many parts of the world, including the San
Luis Valley just south of us in Mexico, use
saltier water and grow profitable crops ."
Mexico recognizes the need for improvements . "By 1975 all our major canals and
ditches will be lined," said Leandro Rovirosa

\Vade, that nation' . Director of Water Resourcc,"liut how we use or waste the water
is nut I1c • point . We are entitled to receive usable water, regardless of what we do with it,"
Mexico's ('resident Luis Echeverria Alvarerz visited Washington last year and emphasized that the Colorado salinity question was
"the most important single issue between our
two countries ." The U . S . began releasing
extra water to Mexico for temporary relief,
and last May proposed terms for a "permanent and just solution ." The plan, undisclosed while Mexico considers it, reportedly
would put many millions of dollars into reducing man-made and natural sources of salt .
Underground Water Could Swell River
Any man who has a scheme to acid water
to the Colorado finds eager listeners throughout the West . Such a man is Dr. Robert Rex,
who offers a plan to mine large quantities of
water from under the Imperial Valley .
The water in question is briny-but it's
very hot, and there's a lot of it .
"Enough to add 2,500,000 acre-feet a year
to the Colorado eventually," said geologist
Rex, a vice president of a geothermal-power

Testament to Mexico's distress, a vendor of bottled water finds many buyers
in the areas of the Mexicali Valley supplied by canals of the salt-laden Colorado .
Parts of the valley irrigate from wells, which generally provide drinkable water .
Nalionul Geographic, Oulobcr /973
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development firm called Pacific Energy Corporation . "And enough heat energy to distill
the water and pump it across more than a
hundred miles of desert to the river ."
As we approached a Bureau of Reclamation
test well east of Holtville, I could see some
of that energy-plumes of steam billowing
white against the desert sky's deep blue .
"We're over one of the world's major riftsthe San Andreas Fault, it's called north of
here," said Dr . Rex. Fault systems leak heat
upward, producing hot pockets relatively
near the surface .* "Power generation is my
primary goal, and that water is leaving the
wellhead at 374 ° F . But the Holtville field is
associated with enormous amounts of water ."
When engineers have drilled enough holes
and jetted off enough hissing steam to establish pressure guides, piping requirements,
and nozzling techniques, actual production
can begin . "But that's a few years away," Dr .
Rex said. Even so, he's enthusiastic about the
outlook for geothermal power .
"In the western third of the nation, geothermal plants could produce enough energy
to satisfy all additional needs anticipated by
the year 2000-and without air pollution ."
Another source of more water for the lower
Colorado lies straight up, in the supercold
rivers of air that jet across the continent.
"Every day about 200 billion tons of water
flows over the United States on the prevailing
winds," Dr . Archie Kahan of Denver told me .
He heads the Bureau of Reclamation research
team in a project called Skywater .
Skywater's goals include combing more
moisture from winter snow clouds over the
Rockies . For two years any pregnant-looking
cloud mass above the San Juans has been liable to seeding with silver iodide crystals, from
planes, rockets, or from the ground .
"I believe we could control our seeding
area, so that we wouldn't generate unwanted
blizzards across the Continental Divide," Dr .
Kahan said . "And I think we could send an
additional 1,800,000 acre-feet of snowmelt
down the Colorado each spring ."
The search for other water sources goes on,
among them a way to distill seawater economically and a proposal to tap the Columbia River, 800 miles away . The latter idea has
stirred fierce opposition across the Northwest .
Congressional fear of a Colorado water
crisis was a factor in Arizona's now-famous

suit against California, the one that went to
the U . S . Supreme Court .
"Congress wanted to be sure we had
enough water for the Central Arizona Project," state engineer Bob Farrer had explained
to me when I visited him in Phoenix . "Only
then did the authorizing legislation pass ."
The Central Arizona Project, scheduled for
completion in 1985, will pull 1,200,000 acrefeet a year from the river just above Parker
Dam, tunnel it through the Buckskin Mountains, and channel it southeastward to three
thirsty counties in the Phoenix-Tucson area .
"It's called a rescue project, because each
year the area pumps over 2,000,000 acre-feet
more water from the ground than nature is
putting back," said Michael C . Thomas of the
Bureau of Reclamation . I talked with him and
Oliver H . Lillard in their Phoenix planning
offices, where CAP already exists on blueprints, wall maps, and artists' conceptions .
"The project won't make up the deficit," said
Mr . Lillard, "but it will delay the day of water
bankruptcy and allow more time to adjust
needs to supply ."
Villain's Role Comes as a Surprise

*See "California's San Andreas Fault," by Thomas Y .
Canby, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC,
January 1973 .

While Arizonans await CAP water, the
groundwater table sinks eight to ten feet a
year, on the average . As a result, the surface
cracks open, sometimes threatening homes .
Despite the dire need, the project has its
critics . The Sierra Club, for instance, questions sending the Colorado's saline water into
an area already plagued by salty soil, and
terms the proposal "a waste of national resources ." Indians of the Fort McDowell Reservation oppose the building of a reservoir
that would flood almost a fourth of their land,
including their burying ground.
Critical blasts are a relatively new experience for the Bureau of Reclamation . When
it was born, early in the century, many clamored to water the desert, few to preserve it.
The bureau went dutifully to work, damming
and diverting, adding new farmland, to the
cheers of nearly everyone .
But a few years ago it started getting verbal
fusillades, especially for trying to save water
by taking the kinks out of the river, drying
sloughs, and killing salt cedars and other
phreatophytes (literally "well plants," because their thirsty roots drill deep for water) .
"The trouble," said Forrest Reynolds of
Blythe, "is that channelization destroys the
habitat for fish and wildlife ." His job, for the
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California Department of Fish and Game, is to preserve shrinking wildlife havens on the Colorado .
"Much of the river has been turned into a series of
rock-lined channels and sterile backwater lakes ."
Ed Lundberg of the Bureau of Reclamation has
formed a Lower Colorado Management Coordinating Committee, so interested parties like Forrest
Reynolds can learn about, react to, and participate
in major plans for the river .
Some regard this move as too little and too late .
"When I was a boy, I could take a boat out all day
on the river without seeing anybody," said Jerry
Collings, who grew up near the Indian reservation
around Parker . "I remember great marsh areas
where the ducks and geese came in . Now you have
to fight your way to the river, and when you get
there, a lot of it looks like a big canal ."
Contributing to Jerry's bleak view is the socalled Parker Strip (pages 542-3), a 12-mile stretch
of people-impacted river-bankside cabins, boat
ramps, trailer parks, bars, mobile homes, cafes,
campgrounds, motels, food stores, and gas stations,
umbilically tied to power lines above ground and
septic tanks below .
On a Fourth of July weekend as many as 50,000
people pour in . "You can almost cross the river by
stepping from boat to boat," Lloyd Walker, at the
desk of the Bedrock Motel, told me .
Reprieve for an Overburdened Stream
Before leaving the lower Colorado, I got a bird'seye view of the river-and its problems-with
Russ Freeman of the Environmental Protection
Agency . In a noisy but leisurely DeHavilland Otter
we flew south from Las Vegas . We saw raw sewage discolor the river near Needles, alfalfa fields
blotched white by salt near Parker, a dying orchard
near Calexico . Along the Parker Strip we saw desert hills bladed bare for a grafting of split-level and
ranch-style homes . We saw care and planning in
Lake Havasu City's graceful advance up a broad
riverside slope, but wondered about the wisdom of
attracting an eventual 70,000 new residents to an
already thirsty land .
"People expect the Colorado to be their fountain
and cesspool," Russ said . "They put demands on it
beyond its capabilities."
While man desperately seeks answers, nature
granted him at least brief respite in the form of a
very wet 1973 spring . From the snowy Rockies to
the balmy gulf, enough moisture fell to swell runoff
by a fourth, raising low reservoirs, awakening a
horizon-filling bloom of desert flowers, greening
hopes of good solutions to bitter problems .
In dry country, moisture and mercy can sometimes sound like the same word .
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Bloom of a dying river : The Coloradowatered fields of two nations wear an orange
blush of productivity in this infrared view
from space, but the river itself shrinks to
nothing before reaching delta estuaries .
This composite of two pictures, taken in
different months, shows a segment of the
U . S .-Mexican border distinctly, a result of
variations in crop seasons : In November the
alfalfa, sugar beets, and lettuce north of the
border show vivid hues, in contrast to fallow
cotton fields to the south . The portion at
right, taken in September, shows Mexican
crops at harvesttime .
Pondering the river's problems, experts
try many solutions . Researchers in the Rockies seed snow clouds to increase spring runoff ; engineers in the Imperial Valley testdrill into a vast underground reservoir . Such
projects buoy hope in a region desperate for
the blessing of adequate water .
National Geographic, October 1973
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